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The notion that the Internet is a commons has gone viral. It
features prominently in military thinking, including a 2011
report issued by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO).1 It is also prevalent in journalistic thinking, in
regards to the challenges of Internet governance; two recent
examples from prominent news outlets illustrate the point.
Bill Davidow wrote an article entitled “The Tragedy of the
Internet Commons” for The Atlantic in May 2012.2 Dominic
Basulto wrote a blog entry for the Washington Post entitled “The
‘Doomsday’ Virus and the Tragedy of the Internet Commons” in July 2012.3 The notion of the Internet as a commons is also evident in the thinking of Internet activists and
evangelists, perhaps most notably in the declaration of the
Internet Society that “the Internet is for everyone.”4,5
Unfortunately, like many things that go viral, the idea of
an Internet commons is also misleading. In its first section,
this article will argue that the Internet does not possess key
features associated with a commons, a concept drawn from
the economics literature on the provision of public goods.
The article will also assert that Internet commons arguments
conflate a variety of issues with the core policy problem
associated with commons management: the prevention of
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destruction by overuse. In its second
section the paper will advance the argument that, rather than a commons,
the Internet is better understood in
terms of the concept of club goods.
In particular, it consists of a set of
nested clubs. In this view, the analytic
focus should be squarely on processes
of rule-making for these various clubs,
especially including rules for membership that govern inclusion and exclusion. Finally, in its concluding section,
the article briefly illustrates some of
the core implications of the analysis
by addressing the contemporary challenges of Internet governance. Notably,
the argument advanced here does not
imply either the desirability or inevitability of a greater degree of control – as
opposed to freedom – online. Rather,
it suggests the importance of avoiding
negative externalities resulting from the
simultaneous rule-making efforts made
by a large number of overlapping and
interdependent clubs. It also suggests
that treating the Internet as a series of
nested clubs is a more effective means
of safeguarding the openness and global
interoperability typically valued by proponents of commons arguments than
the assertion of declarations of principle.

Common Sense about ‘the
Commons’. Concern with commons problems derives from the seminal work by Garrett Hardin, who argues
that commons are extremely prone to
destruction by overuse. This assertion stems from incentives created by
privately-realized profits and publicly-borne costs that encourage a lack
of restraint in consumption.6 A later
work by Elinor Ostrom paints a more
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nuanced picture. Ostrom identifies a
wider range of potential outcomes than
Hardin, and demonstrates empirically
that human communities have shown
the capacity to effectively manage various kinds of common pool resources,
primarily by creating and applying rules
of conduct.7 Even if the Internet is a
commons, her work implies that there
is more basis for optimism than is
sometimes suggested by proponents of
commons arguments in the popular
press.
However, the very assertion that the
Internet is a commons is vulnerable
to serious objections.8 The defining
properties of a commons are that “it is
difficult and costly to exclude potential users” and that the good in question yields “finite flows of benefits”.9
Specifically, a commons is rivalrous
and non-excludable. The Internet is
neither.
A good is rivalrous if multiple people
cannot use it simultaneously, or if its
use by one person reduces the quantity and/or quality of the good available
for others. The Internet is technically
rivalrous in the sense that the computer networks on which it depends
(its “physical layer”) accommodate a
finite amount of traffic. At peak usage
times, especially in congested sections
of the network, users may experience
degraded performance; that is, bandwidth-intensive use by a large number
of users may mean that many receive
lower-quality service.10
In practice, however, such problems have relatively easy solutions: build
more physical infrastructure, easing
congestion; create more efficient protocols for routing packets, accomplishing a similar goal; and usage-based
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billing can entice users to moderate
consumption of bandwidth. All three
of these solutions are already part of
Internet governance, and while there
are potential drawbacks or limitations
associated with each, there is little reason to expect that combinations of
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and Iran’s attempts to create a ‘Halal
Internet’ are two of the most extensive forms of ongoing Internet exclusion.12 However, this kind of exclusion
is not limited to authoritarian regimes;
the United Kingdom also plans a significant expansion of Internet filter-

From a global perspective, the Internet more

closely resembles a network good, which generates
positive returns for all users as more individuals adopt
it.
such policies cannot continue to meet
demand for bandwidth given appropriate investment strategies.
At worst, then, the Internet is rivalrous only at the margins and only on a
local scale. From a global perspective
(and especially at the content layer),
the Internet more closely resembles a
network good, which generates positive
returns for all users as more individuals
adopt it.11 This is the opposite of a rivalrous good, as increased consumption
leads to increased value.
The case for regarding the Internet
as non-excludable is even weaker than
the case for believing that it is rivalrous.
Multiple kinds of exclusion are already
occurring. First, many states already
employ domestic laws to block or filter various kinds of content, including child pornography, hate speech,
intellectual property violations, and
political dissent. This kind of exclusion is increasingly accomplished by
requiring Internet service providers
(ISPs) to prevent the resolution of
certain domain names and their associated Internet Protocol (IP) addresses.
The so-called ‘Great Firewall of China’

ing.13 In the extreme, political exclusion entails states ordering the physical
shutdown of Internet service. The governments of Egypt and Myanmar have
both employed this tactic, albeit for
limited periods of time, and there are
indications the Syrian government has
done the same.14
Second, some recently proposed
pieces of legislation (for example, the
Stop Online Piracy Act, or SOPA,
in the United States Congress) have
sought to strengthen copyright protections, including requiring web hosting
companies, search engines, and ISPs to
sever relations with websites and users
found to violate copyright.15 While such
measures have met with strong resistance, it is likely they will remain on the
agenda at the insistence of copyrightowning firms.
Third, Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) attacks accomplish short-term
exclusion by bombarding a targeted
website with requests for information,
overwhelming server capacity, and preventing servicing of legitimate requests.
These attacks are relatively inexpensive
and difficult to attribute to particu-
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lar agents, making them an attractive
option for hackers and cybercriminals as well as state agents. They are
also blunt instruments, which can have
significant unintended consequences
such as denying access to additional,
unintended targets. Finally, they allow
virtually anyone with minimal technical expertise and computer hardware
to engage in excluding others from the
Internet. The critical point here is that
the barriers to entry in terms of accomplishing limited degrees of exclusion
are low; these capabilities are already in
the hands of a range of actors, and their
continued proliferation is highly likely.
Fourth, it is possible to exclude
people from the Internet by destroying physical infrastructure (fibre or
wireless) critical to their connectivity.
Such attacks are imaginable both in the
context of terrorism and in the context
of a major military conflict. While the
decentralized nature of the Internet
means that terrorist attacks would be
unlikely to cause widespread long-term
disruption, a major military conflict
could pose a significant risk to the
Internet.
Other domains classified as commons include airspace, oceans, and
outer space. Conflict can take place
in any of the three, and some degree
of exclusion is possible in each case.
As a result, it might be most productive to regard commons arguments as
ideal-typical in nature; real world cases
may approach the ideal type to differing degrees without fully exemplifying its core features. Here Internet
commons arguments fare comparatively
badly for two reasons. First, exclusion is much less expensive on the
Internet and in cyberspace than in
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these other domains. Second, unlike
the other domains, cyberspace does not
exist in the state of nature. Its existence
is wholly dependent on manufactured
infrastructure, and the vast majority of
that infrastructure is privately owned.
The conclusion warranted by this
analysis is that Internet commons arguments are inaccurate. An exhaustive
survey of the kinds of errors made by
their proponents is beyond the scope of
this article, but a handful of illustrative
examples may be helpful in explaining
why this fallacy has gone viral.

‘Common’ Errors. The first pos-

sibility is analytical error. Davidow,
for example, advances the claim that a
tragedy of the commons exists online
because online retailers “live off their
bricks-and-mortar brethren” and “get
fat off the bricks-and-mortar commons.”16 Note, however, that in this
example the Internet itself is not
destroyed by overconsumption. Rather, old-fashioned businesses are driven
from the marketplace by new entrants
exploiting technology to operate at lower cost. This may be regrettable, but it
does not follow that it is also a commons problem. Rather, it is Schumpeterian creative destruction.17
Davidow also argues that “we spend
hours filtering out junk email, updating passwords, and worrying about stolen identity.”18 Again, while these are
problems with real costs, they are not
commons problems. None of these
issues entails the destruction of the
Internet by overuse; rather, they are
transaction costs generated by a variety of factors including the decreasing
ratio of signal to noise online, and the
relative ease of infiltrating individual
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networked devices without detection or
attribution.
Basulto writes: “we are so used to
thinking of the Internet as an unlimited
resource that it is almost impossible
to think otherwise. But think about
the debate over charging customers for
their data usage… it’s easy to see that the
Internet is not unlimited, and that each
of us is like the farmer letting their cow
over-graze the commons.”19 This argument fundamentally misunderstands
the commercial basis of Internet access.
The very existence of price mechanisms
of any kind governing access indicates
the absence of a commons. Even wi-fi
access offered ‘free’ to end-users is paid
for by some entity (often a business),
and purchased from a network operator. Such access is typically governed by
terms of service agreements that permit
exclusion in the event of improper use.
The second possibility is that a commons argument conceals or reflects
a particular political agenda. At least
two such agendas are readily identifiable. NATO asserts the existence of
a “global commons” in cyberspace
alongside the high seas, international
airspace, and outer space. This cyber
commons encompasses “the electromagnetic spectrum by which digital data
are transmitted... as well as the infrastructure of cables and towers, satellite communications on the terrestrial
side, server networks, computers, and
especially the internet, that make the
spectrum useful.”20 Again, the NATO
argument exhibits analytical errors. It
acknowledges that “there are parallel,
sequestered regions of the internet...
that are not part of the Commons” but
argues that “even these remain linked
at critical nodes.” While true, this is
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immaterial to whether cyberspace or
the Internet is technically a commons.
The existence of exclusion means it is
not. Strangely, the report also correctly
identifies the non-rival, network effect
properties of the Internet: it notes
that cyberspace cannot be “used up”
and that “the more people add to it,
the larger and generally more useful it
becomes.”21
Given the apparent awareness of
the report’s authors of the conceptual difficulties in applying the notion
of a commons, the decision to do so
requires explanation. Fortunately, the
report reveals the underlying concern.
It argues that “two things are clear about
cyberspace: first, the global economy and modern militaries are deeply
dependent on assured access to cyberspace; and second, access is increasingly
threatened by hackers (state and nonstate) and malicious software (‘malware’).”22 Framing cyberspace as a commons is thus a rhetorical wedge meant
to ensure access to an economically and
strategically vital ‘space.’
Similar concerns with access can be
identified in the positions taken by
advocacy groups like the Internet Society, Electronic Frontier Foundation
(EFF), and others. The EFF has argued
that the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA) has had significant
adverse, unintended consequences for
consumers, competition and innovation by virtue of its mechanisms to
protect copyrights and other forms of
intellectual property online.23 Similarly, the Internet Society has argued
that future agreements dealing with
intellectual property in the context of
Internet governance should conform to
a set of principles based on the goal of
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preserving (as much as possible) open
access to information online for purposes of education and criticism. These
principles also explicitly advocate establishing multistakeholder governance of
intellectual property in online contexts,
and ensuring that intellectual property
protection is “addressed in ways that do
not undermine the global architecture
of the Internet or curtail internationally recognized rights.”24
Intellectual property effectively plays
the role of a fence or enclosure around
a piece of intangible property, making information more excludable than
it would otherwise be, typically via a
price mechanism. Properly balanced
against public interests, this enclosure
serves the social purpose of encouraging innovation. The Internet Society
and EFF take the position that this
balance is currently skewed toward permitting excessive enclosure, privileging

degrees of restrictions on intellectual
property rights, which are derived from
the kinds of balancing tests commonly
applied in law. Nevertheless, such proponents of commons arguments are
concerned with maintaining freedom
of access online. While their reasons
for preserving access clearly differ from
those motivating NATO, the deployment of commons rhetoric for political
purposes is analogous.

The Internet as a Set of Nested
Clubs. If the Internet is, in fact,
non-rivalrous and excludable, it more
closely resembles what economists call
a club good. Club goods include satellite television and the status that comes
with a country club membership. Some
clubs, however, are more exclusive than
others; different clubs also have varying
rules, norms, and bylaws. Clubs can be
seen as similar to institutions, which

If the Internet is, in fact, non-rivalrous and
excludable, it more closely resembles what
economists call a club good.
particular narrow private interests at
the expense of both other private interests and the overall public interest. It
should be noted, however, that it is
seductively easy to conflate the descriptive assertion that the Internet itself
actually is a commons with the normative assertion that particular cultural
works -- however narrowly defined -should be freely accessible to all as the
common property of humanity. It is
perfectly possible to understand that
the Internet itself is not a commons
while also accepting various kinds and
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scholars of international relations have
studied extensively. Attempts to differentiate institutions on the basis of
their properties are especially helpful,
given significant political pressure for
change in the modalities for Internet
governance.25
At the most general level, there are
three key properties of the current
Internet governance regime that merit
attention: it is highly open, yet in
the process of growing more closed
in important respects; it is generally organized on consensus principles,
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with authority emerging from technical expertise; and it is striking for
the extent to which crucial governance
functions are accomplished by private
sector actors.
The Internet is easily mistaken for
a commons because it has historically
functioned as an extremely open club
with very sparse rules for its members.
In some ways, barriers to joining the
club continue to fall rapidly: Internet
access is more affordable for more
people than ever before, and Internet penetration rates, especially in the
Global South, continue to rise.26 However, in other important respects, the
Internet club looks not only less like a
commons than it once did, but also less
like a single club.
Rules increasingly circumscribe user
behavior online, and pockets of the
Internet now allow access only to members – with highly variable requirements for membership, ranging from
unverified assertions that a user is above
a certain age or resides in a particular
place (often employed to restrict access
to various kinds of entertainment content), to contractual arrangements on
a fee-for-service basis (such as paywalls on major newspaper websites), to
requirements that the user be a member
of a particular offline (‘meatspace’)
organization such as a corporation or
government.
Generalizing about decision-rules
for Internet governance requires caution, given that decision-making is
distributed among a number of different bodies including the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (ICANN), the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), and the
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).
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In addition, a number of private actors
including network operators, information intermediaries, and content
providers also perform governance
functions. However, two broad trends
are discernible. At least within existing
governance bodies, decisions are made
on the basis of an aspiration toward
consensus among self-selecting groups
composed primarily of technologists.
Furthermore, to the extent authority emerges, it does so on the basis of
technical expertise and the force of the
better argument.27
Finally, the role of private actors is
worthy of independent emphasis. Modern global governance involves an array
of non-state actors, but such actors
rarely perform regulatory oversight and
enforcement functions. Moreover, the
delegation of such roles to marketbased actors raises fundamental questions of legitimacy pertaining to the
appropriate boundaries between the
public and private spheres.28 Information intermediaries and network operators are increasingly exercising authoritative decision-making functions over a
range of policy areas, sometimes at the
behest of the state and at other times as
a result of state inaction.29
The hybrid, distributed Internet governance regime contains a number of
rule-setting venues. Decisions made in
one venue by one group of stakeholders
can have a potentially large impact on
other constituencies not represented
in the decision-making process, and
individual end users necessarily belong
to multiple such groups. The combination of overlapping club memberships
and significant potential for negative
externalities is conceptually significant.
In particular, it suggests that the Inter-
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net is best understood as a set of nested
clubs. From its beginning, the Internet
consisted of an interconnected network of networks. This fundamental
architectural reality immediately evokes
the concept of a set of clubs, since networks (whether physical or social) are
not necessarily or uniformly open with
respect to membership.
This view of the Internet as a set of
rule-governed clubs is consistent with
the scholarship of no less an advocate for online freedom than Creative
Commons founder Lawrence Lessig.
Lessig has argued that “the invisible
hand of cyberspace is building an architecture that is quite the opposite of its
architecture at its birth. The invisible
hand, pushed by government and by
commerce, is constructing an architecture that will perfect control and
make highly efficient regulation possible.” He is further insistent on the
importance of recognizing that “the
software and hardware (i.e., the ‘code’
of cyberspace) that make cyberspace
what it is also regulate cyberspace as it
is.” This code “is never found; it is only
ever made, and only ever made by us.”30
Notwithstanding Lessig’s clear normative preference for open access to ideas
and other cultural resources, he clearly
recognizes that such open access is variable and contingent on social factors,
including rules expressed in the form
of code.
At the most basic level, Internet users
are members of the club of people with
Internet connections. However, they
are also members of smaller clubs composed of people who access the Internet
via a particular ISP, and of people who
access the Internet from a particular
country. It is impossible for an Inter-
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net user to avoid membership in any of
these three kinds of clubs. Beyond this
minimal baseline, users are typically
also members of other clubs based on
their personal identities and interests.
These clubs function as fora for the
representation of stakeholder views as
well as for the creation, interpretation,
and application of rules governing the
Internet. They thus set conditions of
possibility for a complex social and
technical system. If the composition
of the clubs or the ways in which they
govern the behavior of their members
changed, this would amount to changes
in the ways in which users govern and
experience the Internet.

Conclusion: Implications for
Internet Governance. Understanding the Internet as a set of clubs
rather than as a commons has important
implications for Internet governance.
First, it highlights the need to think
carefully about potential externalities
generated by attempts to update and
apply rules for Internet governance.
Court rulings, government policies,
new technical standards promulgated by
a particular decision-making authority, and particular enforcement actions
may have unintended effects for citizens
of other states, or for other Internet
stakeholders. For example, a Pakistani
effort to block domestic access to YouTube in 2008 led inadvertently to a
global interruption in routing requests
to the website.31
It is vital to enshrine a global commitment on the part of all stakeholders
to ‘do no harm’ to the broader operation of the Internet. No individual club
should regulate its internal matters in a
fashion that prevents access to, or inter-
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feres with, the operation of the Internet
for other users. When such externalities
occur, it is vital that they be redressed
as quickly as practicable. This requires
the creation of reporting systems and
the acceptance of a ‘responsibility to
troubleshoot.’ Given the uneven distribution of technical capacity to perform
such work, it also means an important
role for international cooperation on
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clubs remains open to all, and that their
restrictions on member behavior do
not exceed the minimum requirements
of public safety. The performance of
particular governments in domestic
contexts and with respect to the creation of negative externalities at the
international level is likely to be highly
uneven over the foreseeable future;
however, Internet technology remains

Thinking of the Internet as a commons directs attention away from pressing issues toward a largely non-existent problem of preventing overuse.
technical assistance and education, at
least for the foreseeable future.
The principle that governance of
the Internet should ‘do no harm’ also
requires the integration of human
rights concerns into decision-making
processes by state and non-state actors.
As the Internet becomes more central
to every aspect of public life, care will
need to be taken to ensure that hardwon progress on human rights is not
undermined by the deployment of new
technology. Doing so will not be easy.
Given the importance of the Internet
as a communications platform, rights
of privacy and free expression are obvious areas of risk. Ensuring these rights
requires thinking explicitly about the
rules for the three most basic types of
clubs: the club of all Internet users; the
clubs comprised of each individual ISP
and its clients; and the clubs of national
users. Maintaining the global reach and
interoperability of the Internet, and
thus maximizing its value to humanity,
requires ensuring that access to these

sufficiently new that attitudes remain
malleable. Educational campaigns and
citizen engagement may prove effective
in encouraging governments to moderate their worst impulses.
The nested clubs approach outlined
here also suggests the importance of
subsidiarity (the principle that political authority should reside at the most
local level consistent with effectiveness)
to Internet governance.32 At one level,
this is simply a recognition of the web
of existing Internet governance institutions as well as the relevance of national
law and regulation to Internet-related
issues. More fundamentally, however, it
is a recognition that the vibrancy of any
club over time depends on its ability to
respond effectively and legitimately to
its members’ desires. This highlights
the need to augment fora that enable
discussion and potential revision of
shared understandings about online
rights and duties at each level of the
set of nested clubs that comprise the
Internet. At the domestic level, privacy
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watchdogs and consumer protection
agencies are promising candidates for
these tasks. Internationally, mechanisms
are relatively underdeveloped; however,
the Internet Governance Forum may
provide a helpful exception. ICANN’s
consultative mechanisms, including the
Governmental Advisory Committee,
may also play a useful role.33
Both aspects of the ‘do no harm’
principle pertain centrally to the
theme of protecting universal access
that underlies Internet commons arguments. Even if the Internet was a commons, this focus on rule-making would
prove consistent with the main finding
of Ostrom’s work – namely, that common pool resources are managed most
effectively when users create and apply
social rules governing their use. In
order for such rules to enjoy legitimacy,
and thus generate effective compliance,
it is helpful to make them in close social
proximity to users. Thus, treating the
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Internet as a series of nested clubs is
not only more empirically accurate, it
is also a superior approach to protecting the characteristic of the Internet
most valued by proponents of commons
arguments.
Thinking of the Internet as a commons directs attention away from
pressing issues toward a largely nonexistent problem of preventing overuse.
It also tends to encourage sensationalist
thinking about an ostensibly ‘inevitable’
tragedy at the expense of more constructive efforts to do the hard work of
international law and diplomacy, which
are the key tasks of rule-making, interpretation, and application that truly
matter. In particular, commons arguments risk creating paralysis by ‘globalizing’ Internet governance decisions
as a matter of principle. In practice,
Internet governance can often be done
more effectively, and arguably more
legitimately, at the ‘club’ level.
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